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Nonrelativistic Particles and Wave Equations
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Abstract. This paper is devoted to a detailed study of nonrelativistic particles
and their properties, as described by Galilei invariant wave equations, in order to
obtain a precise distinction between the specifically relativistic properties of ele-
mentary quantum mechanical systems and those which are also shared by non-
relativistic systems. After having emphasized that spin, for instance, is not such a
specifically relativistic effect, we construct wave equations for nonrelativistic
particles with any spin. Our derivation is based upon the theory of representations
of the Galilei group, which define nonrelativistic particles. We particularly study
the spin 1/2 case where we introduce a four-component wave equation, the non-
relativistic analogue of the Dirac equation. It leads to the conclusion that the spin
magnetic moment, with its Lande factor g = 2, is not a relativistic property. More
generally, nonrelativistic particles seem to possess intrinsic moments with the same
values as their relativistic counterparts, but are found to possess no higher electro-
magnetic multipole moments. Studying "galilean electromagnetism" (i.e. the theory
of spin 1 massless particles), we show that only the displacement current is respon-
sible for the breakdown of galilean invariance in Maxwell equations, and we make
some comments about such a "nonrelativistic electromagnetism". Comparing the
connection between wave equations and the invariance group in both the relativistic
and the nonrelativistic case, we are finally led to some vexing questions about the
very concept of wave equations.

Introduction

The subject of this paper1 may well seem doubly obsolete: is it
really worth while investigating wave equations in nonrelativistic
situations, when the battle-front of theoretical physics today runs
through Quantum Field Theory (and/or ^-matrix Theory) in completely
relativistic contexts ?

We think that the main justification to the present work lies in
some of the peculier results which we obtain as a matter of fact, these
results show the necessity of revising certain commonly held ideas on
quantum mechanics (QM). Specifically, it is most important, when one
goes from nonrelativistic quantum mechanics (NQM) to relativistic
quantum mechanics (RQM) to fully appreciate and clearly point out
what are the new features brought into the theory by the change in the
underlying kinematical group, as well as the concepts which are valid
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1 Based on part of the author's "These de Doctorat" [1].


